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L.Objective Question
f

.

is a finite set of instruction which are followed to accomplish a

particular task.
(a)Algorithm (b)Input (c)Output (d)Finiteness
it is amount of time required for successful execution of algorithm.
2.
(a)Space (b)Value(c)Time(d)None of these
3.The recurrence relation capturing the optimal time of the Tower of Hanoi

problem.
(a) T(n) * ZT(n- 2) + 2
(b) T(n) -- 2T(n- 1) + n
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(c) T(n) :2T(n/2) + |
(d) T(n) :2T(n- 1) + 1
a._case complexity of an algorithm is a function defined by maximum
number of steps taken by an algorithm on any instance of size n.
(a)be st(b)average(c)time(d)worst
5. case complexity of an algorithm is a function defined by average number
of steps taken by an algorithm on any instance of size n.
(a)best(b) average(c)time(d)worst
case complexity of an algorithm is a function defined by minimum number
6.
of steps tat<eq by an algorithm on any instance of size n.
(a)be st(b)average(c)time(d)worst
i.'Wfri"trof the foliowing tt*d*d algorithms is not a Greedy algorithm?
(a) Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm
(b) Prim's algorithm
(c) Kruskal algorithm
(d) Bellmen Ford Shortest path algorithm
8. Merge sort uses
(a)Greedy
(b)array
(c)list
(d)divide & conquer stratergy.
9. Which of the following standard algorithms is not Dynamic Programming based.
(A) Bellman-Ford Algorithm for single source shortest path
(B) Floyd Warshall Algorithm for all pairs shortest paths
(C) 0-1 Knapsack problem
(D) Prim's Minimum Spanning Tree
method of multiplication of matrices.
10.
(a)divide
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(b)conquer

r

(riStrutr.n's inatrix
(d)swap
11.In this method we alrange pi &xi in non-decreasing order of weight.
(a)greedy by weight
(b)greedy by profit
(c)Strassen's matrix
i0g.*.4'bY densitY
l}.lnoptimal merge patterns to merge two sorted fites with m,n records into single
record
file
(a)m+n
(b)m-n

with
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(c)m*n
(d)none
13.The constraints in which the solution rnust be in a fixed domain is called
(a) explicit

(b)implicit
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(c)expect
(d)none
14.A closed trail which covers all the vertices of G exactly once is called_
(a)Hamiltonian cycle
(b)bfs
(c)dfs
(d) sst
15.Which of the problems cannot be solved by backtracking method?
a) n-queen problem
b) subset sum problem
c) hamiltonian circuit problem
d) travelling salesman problem
16.The number of edge which are incident toward a vertex is called
(a)In drgree
(b)out drgree
(c)up drgree
(d)above drgree
17.The number of edge which are directed away from a vertex is called
(a)In drgree
(b)out drgree
(c).rp drgree
(d)above drgree
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l8.Topological sort can be applied to which of the following graphs?
a) Undirected Cyclic Graphs
b) Directed Cyclic Graphs
c) Undirected Acyclic Graphs
d) Directed Acyclic Graphs

19._is

a single source shortest path.

(a)Floyd warshall's algorithm
(b)Dij kstra' s algorithm
(c)kruskals algorithm
(d)primes algorithm
20.The starting vertex is called
(a)destination
(b)sink
(c)source
(d)node

2l.The Final vertex is called
(a)edge

(b)sink
(c)source
(d)node
22.A directed graph in which every edge has a positive value
(a)capacity

called_

(b)sink
(c)source
(d)node
23.Negative weight edge handle in
ii.
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(a)Floyd warshall's algorithm
(b)Dijkstra' s algorithm
(c)kruskals algorithm
(d)Bellman ford algorithm
24.Cook's theorem states that
(a)P!:NP
(b) P:NP
(c) P*NP
(d) Pa{P
25.Be11mann Ford algorithm is used to indicate whether the graph has negative
weight cycles or not.
a) True
b) False

26. Kruskal's algorithm is used to
a) find minimum spanning tree
b) find single source shortest path
c) find all pair shortest path algorithm
d) traverse the graph
27.Kruskal's algorithm is a
a) divide and conquer algorithm
b) dynamic programming algorithm
c) greedy algorithm
d) approximation algorithm
28.The node in sst which itself is generated but allits children are not yet generated
is called
a) live noa.
b) dead node
c) e-node
d) node
29.The node in sst which has all it's children generated is called_
a) live node
b) dead node
c) e-node
d) node
3O.The live node whose children are getting explored is called
a) live node
b) dead node
c) e-node
d) node
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ANSWER IN ONE SENTENCE
1.Define Algorithm.
2.Define space complexity.
3.Define time complexity.

4.Define worst case.
5.Define best case.
6.Define average case.
7.Define Big-oh natation;
8.Define B ig-omega notation.

9.Define theta notation.
10.Give recurrence relation of tower of Hanoi.

l l.formula for matrix chain multiplication.
12.Show that there is no solution to the 2-queen problem
13.Define live node
14.Define dead node

lS.Define
16.Define
17.Define
18.Define
19.Define

E-node

Network.
sink
source.

flow

20.State cook2s theorem

2l.backtracking is breadth first solution TIF justify?
22.Show that their is no solution for 3 Queen's problem.
23.Define tour.
24.Is quick sort a stable sorting algorithm?
25.Define explicit constraint.
26.Define Implicit constraint
27.Defrne sum of subset problem.
28. Diffrence between bellman ford and Dijistras algoritm
29.Define recur
30. Define horner's rule

SHORT NOTE ON
l.Write note on asymptotic notation.
2. Write note on divide & conqur.
3. Write note on knapsack problem
4. Write note on optimal storage on tape
5. Write note on dijkstra's algorithm
6. Write note on bellman ford algorithm
7. Write note on LCS

8. Write note on string editing
9. Write note on DFS
10. Write note on BFS

11. Write note on edge present in DFS

12. . Write note on scc
13. Write note on topological sort

14. Write note on 4 queen problem
15. Write note on sum of subset problem
16. Write note'on graph coloring problem
17. Write note on Hamiltonian cycle
18. Write note on gaussianelimination
19. Write note on binary exponentiation

20. Write note on cook's theorem
21. \Mrite note on non deterministic algorithm.
22. W rrte note on relation p,np,np-complete,np-hard
23. Write note on average case
24.Wite note on best case
25. Write note on worst case.

SHORT ANSWER QUESTION
1. solve by using insertion sort 85,14,36,23,69,91,18,9,20,65.

2. solve by using heap sort 30,70,25,80,35,40,60.
3. Solve merge sort 35,20,15,8,14,40,3,50,4.
4. Solve by using Quick sort 6),7,2,4,5.
5. find 151 in the following array -15,-6,0,7,9,23,54,82,LA1,L12,125,I31,L42,151
using binary search.
6. find optimal solution for knapsack
p:(10,5,1 5,7,6,18,3)

N:7

M:15 w:(2,3,5,7,1,4,I)
7. solve by using job sequencing with deadlineN:5,P:(20,I5,10,5,1)

D:(2,2,1,3,3)
8. Using primes alg,orithm find thqmin

9. find the optimal pattern for merging the files of size 10,5,7,20,12.
10. find the optimal binary merge patterns for the files sizes 3,4,6,8,I0,14
I 1. obtain the set of optimal Huffinan codes for the messages m1,m2,....m7 with
frequencie s 6,7,9,10,12,1 4,22
12. Find LCS of sequence of X&Y where x:(A,B,C,B,D,A,B>

Y:(B,D,C,A,B,A>.
13. For the following graph,find out all possible solution with m:3.also show that
only 12 solutions exist with exactly 3 colors

14. Find all Hamiltonian cycle that are present in following graph.
I
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15. Determine the polynomial of smallest degree that interpolates the point
(0,5),( 1, 1 0),& (2,21).
16. Define(i)tree edge (ii)back edge
17. Define(i)forward edge (ii)cross edge

18. Write a steps to find SSC.
19. Diffrence between dijkstra's algorithm

& bellman ford algotithm.

20. consider knapsack instance n:3,m:1 1,p=(5,1 1,6),w:(3,5,4) find the optimal
solution for 0/1 knapsack problem

LOI\G ANSWER

QUESTTON

1. use strassn's algorithm to compute the matrix product

giving each computational step.

A:L; :]

\

2. Find the Feasible solution of knapsack problem

3. Using kruskal's algorithm find the

of following matrices

Brl;

I

n:7,m:23

ing tree of the given graph G

z

4. consider 3 program(pl,p2,p3)having length(5,2,7)respectively.Thesebprogram
can be ananged on the tape with the following permutation:
P1
P1

P2
P2
P3
P3

P2
P3

P2

P1

P3

P3
P1

P1

P2

P1

P3

P2

r.-

Which of these permutation has minimum MRT?

5. What is the way to multiply a chain of matrices with dimensions that are
*50,50*20,20*30,30* I 5 using dynamic programmi
1
ng.
6. Solve TSP problem for given graph G by adjacency matrix A.
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7. Apply Dijkstra's algorithm on the following
followi graph

t

8. Bellman ford

algorithm,find length of

vertices

8,\

source

Zto

all other

9' Apply floyed warshall algorithm to find lengths of shortest paths
from vertex u
to vertex v for all u,v€V

\o
10. Define BFS

& DFS?Illustrate iton the following graph
I
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11. Find topological sort for given directed acyclic graph

12. Find the SSC

o{he following

graph

13. What is sum of subset problem?Let weight given are

w:{5,6,10 Jr,14,15}&m:25.draw the state space tree for the above problem &
find all subset that sums to 25.
14. Solve the given instance of TSP by using reduced cost matrix method.
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15. What is Hamiltonian cycle?Find out all possible Hamiltonian cycle for the
following graph

6
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16. What is m-color ability graph? Draw all hamiltonoan cycle for the following

graph(start:2)

